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Julian Anderson

Poetry Nearing Silence Nash Ensemble · Martyn Brabbins

Julian Anderson is among the most 

esteemed and infl uential composers of 

his generation. Anderson was born in 

London in 1967 and studied composition 

with John Lambert, Alexander Goehr and 

Tristan Murail. He was awarded an RPS 

Composition Prize in 1992 for his two 

movement work Diptych (1990), launching 

his career. His success as a composer 

has also fed a prominent teaching career: 

he was Head of Composition at the Royal 

College of Music (1999-2004), Professor of 

Composition at Harvard University (2004-7) 

and currently holds the post of Professor of 

Composition and Composer in Residence at 

the Guildhall School of Music & Drama.

Residencies with City of Birmingham 

Symphony Orchestra, The Cleveland 

Orchestra, and the London Philharmonic 

Orchestra have contributed to Anderson’s 

signifi cant orchestral output. Fantasias 

(2009) for The Cleveland Orchestra won a 

British Composer Award, and The Discovery 
of Heaven (2011), co-commissioned by 

the LPO and the New York Philharmonic 

won a Southbank Sky Arts Award. Recent 

works include a violin concerto for Carolin 

Widmann, In lieblicher Bläue (2014-15) 

premiered by the LPO under Vladimir 

Jurowski, Incantesimi (2016) premiered 

by the Berlin Philharmonic and Sir Simon 

Rattle, and a piano concerto for Steven 

Osborne, The Imaginary Museum (2017), 

premiered by BBC Scottish Symphony 

Orchestra and Ilan Volkov at the BBC Proms.

Anderson’s strong relationships with 

ensembles including BCMG, the Nash 

Ensemble, London Sinfonietta, and 

Asko|Schönberg Ensemble have resulted in 

many commissions. Among them, Book of 
Hours (2004) written for BCMG and Oliver 

Knussen won an RPS Award in 2006 and 

the Gramophone Award for its recording on 

NMC in 2007, and Van Gogh Blue (2015) 

won a BASCA Award and an RPS Award in 

2015.

Alongside this impressive catalogue of 

instrumental works is a rich body of choral 

music and an opera Thebans (2013-14), 

written for English National Opera.

Information about the artists on this disc 

can be found on NMC’s website:

www.nmcrec.co.uk
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Poetry Nearing Silence photo © John Batten

1 Ring Dance        6’10

2 The Bearded Lady        8’22

3 The Colour of Pomegranates       Philippa Davies alto flute · Ian Brown piano 6’31

4  Prayer        9’45

 Poetry Nearing Silence 
5 I  1’10

6 II  2’55

7 III  2’15

8 IV  1’57

9 V  1’04

bl VI  1’17

bm VII  2’13

bn VIII 1’30

bo  Another Prayer        10’26

 Van Gogh Blue  
bp I  3’32

bq II  2’28

br III  3’18

bs IV  6’42

bt V  5’49

 Total timing 78’06

 Nash Ensemble • Amelia Freedman CBE Artistic Director • Martyn Brabbins conductor
Tracks 5-12: Benjamin Nabarro violin, triangle · Michael Gurevich violin, triangle
Tracks 14-18: Ian Brown piano · Graham Mitchell double bass · Marie Lloyd clarinet, bass clarinet
Tracks 5-12 & 14-18: Lawrence Power viola · Adrian Brendel cello · Philippa Davies fl ute, piccolo  

Richard Hosford clarinet, E fl at clarinet · Hugh Webb harp

 *As suggested by the title, the sound of an old film projector plays out against the music.

Muse in rocks or pebbles or clouds or foliage

Know Vienna ...

My future as the star in a fi lm of my room*

Poetry Nearing Silence. Trouble is a voice outside. (hommage to S.B.)

Lashing in Italy

In Bohemia, screwing (hommage to L.J.)

In Carpathia, you cared for new things

Tall rain rattled over Paris

L’Aube, soleil naissant

Les Vignobles

Les Alpilles

Eygalières

la nuit, peindre les étoiles (le 25 mai 1889, 4:40am)

Richard Hosford clarinet · Ian Brown piano

Benjamin Nabarro violin · Michael Gurevich violin

Lawrence Power viola

Benjamin Nabarro violin
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apparent from the titles. Sometimes this is 

fanciful, but it is just as likely to be a searching 

exploration of fundamental questions or both. 

At the same time, each of Anderson’s works is 

also, ultimately, about music itself, unafraid to 

look anew at the most basic, even hackneyed 

sounds and fi nd ways to create something 

fresh and new, such as the way Book of Hours 
(2002–4) emerges from the fi rst four notes of 

the major scale. All this is a consequence of a 

fearless integrity underpinning the music. That 

is why, despite the diversity of time period, 

instrumentation and expression in the works 

presented here, Anderson’s voice clearly shines 

through. 

© 2019 Christopher Dingle 

Composing, Listening: Dialogues on Music, Culture 
and Creativity by Julian Anderson and Christopher 

Dingle will be published by Boydell & Brewer in 

2020. 

This recording is the result of wonderful 

collaborations with some of the fi nest chamber 

musicians anywhere. For over fi fty years the 

Nash Ensemble has set world standards in 

chamber music playing, all of their performers 

also being famous soloists. It’s a unique set-

up, and a gift to any composer. Three of the 

works on the album were originally composed 

for the Nash players: Poetry Nearing Silence, 

Prayer and Van Gogh Blue. After my fi rst Nash 

commission, Amelia Freedman – their founder, 

administrator and inspiration – promised to 

make an album of my chamber music as soon 

as I could complement Poetry Nearing Silence 

with another ensemble piece of around the 

same length. It took me nearly 18 years to 

think up a successor, but as soon as the Nash 

premiered Van Gogh Blue Amelia was as good 

as her word. This album is the result. I could not 

be happier about these recordings: exemplary 

performances, brilliant interpretations, under 

one of the fi nest living conductors, Martyn 

Brabbins. I extend my warm thanks to all the 

performers, and again to Amelia Freedman who 

made it all possible.

Julian Anderson’s music is hard to pin down. 

It belongs to no school, aesthetic construct or 

neat–ism. Anderson’s music overfl ows with a 

richness and plurality of technique, expression 

and sheer sound, from abstract noise to 

throbbing euphony, dissonance to consonance, 

diatonic modes to twelve-tone harmony, and 

many shades in between. Yet there is also 

remarkable precision amidst the exuberant 

abundance of material, not just in the passages 

of deceptive simplicity, but also in the most 

whirligig hubbub of textures with natural or 

microtonal tunings, for Anderson’s exceptional 

compositional craft and formidable ear enable 

his personality full expression. 

If Anderson could never be described as ‘the 

composer who does such-and-such’, it is 

equally challenging to defi ne Anderson’s music 

by what he does not do. For instance, in 2003 

this master of highly evocative titles such 

as The Colour of Pomegranates (1994), The 
Crazed Moon (1996–7), Stations of the Sun 

(1997–8), or Alhambra Fantasy (1998–2000), 

suddenly produced a work baldly and boldly 

titled Symphony, a work also unusual in being 

audibly thematic. Similarly, until relatively 

recently, chamber music did not appear to be 

a signifi cant strand beyond a handful of works 

from the mid-1990s, even if the term is taken 

to encompass solo pieces. Rather Anderson’s 

myriad enthusiasms and insatiable curiosity 

appeared to be channelled unmistakably into 

music for larger stages resulting in, among 

others, the jubilant wandering fanfares of 

Imagin’d Corners (2001–2), the prelapsarian 

orchestral shimmering of Eden (2004–5), the 

transcendent oratorio Heaven is Shy of Earth 

(2006, rev. 2010) and the joyous kerfuffl e of 

Fantasias (2007–09).

Nonetheless, as his largest work, the three-

act opera Thebans (2010–14), was being 

completed, Anderson’s youthful spectralist 

string quartet Light Music (1984–5) fi nally 

received its fi rst performance, having been 

declared unplayable in the 1980s. Similarly, 

the feisty Ring Dance for two violins (1987) was 

revived in 2015. These performances and being 

appointed composer-in-residence at Wigmore 

Hall (2013–16) unlocked a renewed taste for 

chamber music, with two further substantial 

String Quartets already completed – No 2 

‘300 Weihnachtslieder’ (2014); No 3 ‘Hana no 

hanataba’ (2017–18) – as well as Van Gogh 
Blue (2015) and signifi cant solo works for piano 

and guitar. 

Whatever the medium, Anderson’s music is 

not afraid to be about something, as is often 

Introduction from Christopher Dingle Programme Notes by Julian Anderson
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Ring Dance (1987)

I’ve always been fascinated by dance, 

especially collective dancing which usually 

takes the form of dancing in a circle (another 

example of this is my ensemble work 

Khorovod). Ring Dance is the earliest example 

of this obsession, but quite deliberately it does 

not dance. Instead it offers a dance in slow 

motion – extremely slow motion, allowing the 

listener to hear all the details of sounds such as 

overtones, sum and difference tones, instability 

of bowing pressure, etc. I was also thinking of 

Edvard Grieg’s enthusiasm for the Norwegian 

folk fi ddle, the Hardanger. This resonant violin 

has a whole row of extra strings below the 

bowed ones vibrating in sympathy with them. 

Grieg was fond of listening to this instrument 

with his ear right up against the soundboard. 

Ring Dance attempts to put the audience in 

that position. The work is extremely loud and 

slow throughout – an attempt to create a music 

which is in a perpetual state of climax. The only 

interpretation marking in the work is at the start 

of the score: “with unimaginable joy!”.

The Bearded Lady (1994)

The Bearded Lady was suggested by a scene 

in the Auden/Kallman libretto for The Rake’s 
Progress: the hero, Tom Rakewell, having been 

deceived into marrying Baba the Turk (the 

bearded lady of St Giles’ Fair), is trying to have 

her breakfast in their new home; his attempts 

at conversation are persistently frustrated 

by her endless stream of gossip and semi-

nonsensical tittle-tattle. When she realises he is 

not listening she fl ies into a rage, smashing the 

crockery over him, and a fi ght ensues. Finally 

he throws a wig in her face, which appears to 

silence her for good. My music does not follow 

these events, but is rather a refl ection upon the 

character of Baba – who in the opera is both 

ridiculous and yet a devoted wife – and upon 

the ridicule to which anybody differing from 

expected norms have always been subjected. 

Although it begins in an offhand, playful 

manner, the piece is a lament and it is this 

latter character which increasingly dominates 

the music and takes it down rather different 

paths from those initially implied. The piece 

exploits the ranges of both instruments to the 

maximum and there is much polyrhythmic 

dialogue between them. Near the end, the 

clarinet is routed by the piano and ends the 

work playing offstage. The work was originally 

commissioned for Nicholas Daniel as an oboe 

and piano piece; this clarinet version was made 

immediately afterwards.

The Colour of Pomegranates (1994)

The Colour of Pomegranates is a short 

nocturne for alto fl ute and piano, after the fi lm 

of the same name by the Armenian director 

Sergo Paradjanov. In one part of the fi lm a 

peasant sits on a cupola playing his fl ute to the 

accompaniment of church bells from below. In 

my piece this image is translated into the slow, 

lyrical melody played by the alto fl ute, while the 

piano provides the bells. The piece uses few 

special effects, save overblowing to produce 

chords of harmonics towards the close.

Prayer (2009)

This piece explores the richly varied timbres 

of the viola for which I have always had a 

special affection. The basic trajectory of the 

music is a long upwardly fl owing melodic 

line, interrupted by a variety of contrasting 

sonorities and episodes. If the urgency of the 

music seems slightly at odds with the notion 

of praying, it should perhaps be remembered 

that the Jewish tradition of prayer incorporates 

considerably more protest and struggle within 

it than is present in some other religions. 

Amidst this turmoil, a sudden oasis of quietude 

and inner contemplation arrives near the end, 

in a passage almost entirely in high natural 

harmonics.

Poetry Nearing Silence (1997)

This suite of eight movements was inspired 

by an unusual book of drawings and poems 

by the artist Tom Phillips entitled The Heart 

of a Humument, related to his larger book A 
Humument. He derived both by ‘treating’ an 

obscure late Victorian novel – that is, selecting 

certain words and phrases from it almost at 

random – and then painting over the rest of 

each page. In most cases the content of the 

paintings is provoked directly by the sense of 

the words selected. My music is similarly a 

direct reaction to the verbal content of each 

page, although the striking visual content was 

certainly as important to the fi nal sound world. 

I am very interested in exploring the relationship 

between words and sounds – and quite unsure 

as to what, if any, true correspondences 

between the two may be found. On one level 

this piece is an examination of that. The images 

selected are deliberately highly contrasted, 

often seemingly bizarre. But for much of the 

piece silence plays a vital role – in punctuating 

the music, disrupting it, concluding it, or 

stopping it in its tracks. Hence the choice of 

title – which is also the name of the central 

movement.

A summary of the movements:

1) ‘Muse in rocks or pebbles or clouds or 

foliage’

The piece opens with four sounds evoking the 

four words. These sounds engage in a quick 

dialogue and melt into each other.
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2) ‘Know Vienna ...’

A slow, lugubrious tune, somewhere between 

a disjointed waltz and a blues, with a heavy, 

bass-ridden accompaniment.

3) ‘My future as the star in a fi lm of my room’

Two episodes linked by three refrains. As 

suggested by the title, this movement uses 

as aural backdrop the sound of an old fi lm 

projector, against which almost the whole piece 

is heard – a sort of composed background 

noise.

4) ‘Poetry Nearing Silence. Trouble is a voice 

outside.’ (hommage to S.B.) 

Fleeting melodic shapes and quietly ticking 

pulses onstage are challenged eight times by 

increasingly desperate fanfares offstage from 

the clarinet (the ‘voice outside’). The original 

painting is a portrait of the back of Samuel 

Beckett’s head.

(The following three movements are played 

without a break, just as in the book they each 

occupy a third of the same page. They form a 

‘suite within the suite’:)

5) ‘Lashing in Italy’

String quartet: a canonic invention on a 

chromatic subject. The entries get closer 

together as the piece progresses.

6) ‘In Bohemia, screwing’ (hommage to L.J.)

Full ensemble. A folk-style monody for clarinet 

with increasingly aggressive accompanying 

fi gures, which eventually overwhelm the tune. 

An affectionate hommage to (not a parody of) 

my favourite composer, Leoš Janáček.

7) ‘In Carpathia, you cared for new things’

A release of musical tension. An hommage to 

the folk music of the Carpathian mountains, 

with its shepherds’ pipes, jews harps, alphorns, 

etc.

8) ‘Tall rain rattled over Paris’

A moody, introspective conclusion. Against a 

backdrop of rattling and tapping, the clarinet 

has a melody in G minor, somewhat akin to 

that of movement 2, but more fragmented. As 

night falls, a bell rings and the music drifts off 

into silence.

The vivid image on the front cover of this 

album is a page from the Tom Phillips book 

which inspired this piece. I am very grateful 

to Tom Phillips for granting permission for its 

reproduction. 

Another Prayer (2012)

This is much more than simply a transcription 

of Prayer for violin solo. In order to render 

accurately the roughness of timbre and 

expressive wildness present to my ears in the 

viola, I have altered the music in numerous 

small ways. Most audibly, the work now 

incorporates one pitch which is persistently 

tuned as a microtone: the opening pitch of the 

music is a quarter-tone higher than in the viola 

Prayer, and it remains in this tuning throughout 

(for those interested, it is a B quarter-fl at). This 

special tuning is also partly a hommage to the 

original version of Bartok’s Sonata for solo 

violin, which incorporated many non-tempered 

pitches deleted from its fi rst edition. 

Van Gogh Blue (2015)

Van Gogh’s numerous letters to his brother 

Theo are a touching and vivid record of his 

creative impulses during his amazingly short 

artistic career. One thing stands out: for Van 

Gogh the true excitement of painting was 

in its materials, the sheer stuff of which his 

art is made – colour. There are innumerable 

references to his shades of colour and different 

kinds of paint he used to render them on 

canvas. The colour blue was a particular and 

now famous obsession of his. Surprised that no 

shade of blue was named after him, I decided 

to give my piece the title of this non-existent 

colour, in hommage to a creative artist for 

whose work I have always felt a strong affi nity. 

The fi ve movements follow a trajectory from 

dawn to midnight, as indicated by the titles. The 

two clarinets are mobile: in the fi rst and third 

movements they sit within the ensemble; in the 

second movement they stand at either side of 

the stage, whilst in the fourth they are amongst 

the audience. In the fi fth movement the 

clarinets are removed to the gallery, and one 

of them is tuned a quarter-tone fl at. This fi nal 

movement, refl ecting upon his celebrated Starry 
Night, eventually brings the music full-circle via 

a sustained lament for the whole ensemble. 

The coda was infl uenced by recent research 

suggesting that Van Gogh was murdered, rather 

than committing suicide as has had been 

previously believed. 

© 2019 Julian Anderson 

Book of Hours NMC D121

BCMG/Oliver Knussen conductor
CBSO/Martyn Brabbins, Sakari Oramo conductors
CBSO Chorus/Simon Halsey conductor

The NMC Songbook NMC D150

featuring Julian Anderson’s Lucretius
Claire Booth soprano, Owen Gunnell tubular bells

Spectrum NMC D057

featuring Julian Anderson’s Somewhere near Cluj
Thalia Myers piano

JULIAN ANDERSON ON NMC
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THANK YOU SUPPORT 
NMC RECORDINGS
As a registered charity (no. 328052) NMC holds 
a distinctive position in the recording industry, 
providing public benefi t through the contribution 
our work makes to enriching cultural life. 

Becoming a Friend of NMC allows you to 

support the most exciting new music from the 

British Isles and helps secure NMC’s future. We 

provide a range of opportunities for our donors 

to see behind the scenes of the organisation 

and the music we release.

Friends (£50 - £99 per year) receive a quarterly 
newsletter, updates on future releases, plus invites 
to special events.  

Benefactors (£100 - £249) also enjoy a 25% 
discount in our online store, a CD booklet credit, 
and invitations to recording sessions.

Principal Benefactors (£250 - £499) also enjoy an 
invitation to our annual composer gathering.

Ambassadors (£500 - £999) also enjoy invitations 
to intimate, exclusive events with the NMC team, 
composers and artists.

Joining the Producer’s Circle (£1,000+) allows you 
to take your support of NMC further and have a 
closer association with our work, through a deeper 
insight into the projects we put together and the 
artists we work with.

You can also support NMC with a one-off donation, 
by becoming a Corporate Friend (£500+ per year) 
and by leaving a gift in your will. 
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email development@nmcrec.co.uk, 
or call 020 3022 5888 for more information.
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